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The clay mineral composition of 12 samples from
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sediments are mainly glaciomarine
clays of Weichselian age. Eight sam
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for mineral analysis (Fig. 2). The
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is described by Weir et al. (1975).
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and smectite-chlorite, where smec
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Discussion
The underlying basement consists
mainly of Caledonian gneissjphyllite
to the west, and Precambrian gneiss
to the east (Birkeland 1981). The
non-clay minerals, such as quartz,
plagioclase and feltspar, are most
likely related to these rocks. Illite,
chlorite and the above-mentioned
minerals may be taken as indicators
of crystalline rock sources on the
Norwegian mainland.

Chlorite

is

found in areas where mechanical
weathering is dominant, and both
illite and chlorite point to glacial
erosion of bedrock.
Kaolinite and smectite are nor
mally found in areas where weather
ing is chemical

rather

than

me

chanical. Acidic, warm and humid
conditions, as in the tropics, enhance
such

weathering

(Kenneth

1982).

These minera1s probably reflect older
sediments of Mesozoic age.
Since the sediments are glacio
marine, the main transport mecha
nism

seems

to

be

by

glaciers.

Anundsen (1990) indicates different
ice movement directions during We
ichsel time in this area. The samples
may reflect several sources because
of

changing

transport

directions
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when the sediments were deposited.
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